


In summer of 2019, I was invited by LinkedIn to
join the Design Systems team and contribute to
the Art Deco initiative.



My first week I hit the ground running and
needed to understand the current team and
design system currently in place.



First... I shadowed managers to meetings:  

Gathered feedback around current workflows
& process

•

Learned about the history of previous design
systems projects 

•







I interviewed 10 product designers 
and managers to learn more about 
the designs team process and 
mapped out their journey.



Designers felt confused because it wasn't written for them.



Designer A:
embedded on the LMS team uses
sketch and lyngo to iterate on
existing patterns 
Only has visibility to her current
vertical

Has tool fatigue from previous
initiatives

Works on-site and sometimes
remote



Pain Points:
Communication is difficult between cross-
functional teams

•

Feels cut off from other designers•
Not sure if assets are up to date or current•
Confusion around component guidelines
and documentation in context to her projects

•

Lyngo is increasingly buggy and not well
organized.

•



What we discovered: designers had struggled
with context and was looking for specific
guidance around how and when to use a
specific styling, component variation, or current
status in the product.
Our goal: provide a centralized place for
guidance, on when and how to use components
in their design work in a consistent way.











The Documentation Site







Content Layout













Component Library Foodchain



Planning Milestones



Audit Existing Card UI



Naming Semantic Layers



Design & Specs



Elevation







I want to use this card pattern somewhere else in
the product but change it a bit. Where do I start
to reuse that pattern?



Do you Search for it?
Pop open developer tools and
check out the markup and styles?





Hop on slack and
search or ask in a
channel?



If we take a step back and look at our card to be
built it can be broken up into discrete pieces.
Which on the surface looks simple.



Hand off is where this can go
wrong, those discrete pieces can
actually be quite complicated























There are components
for almost everything
anyone would need and
they map to the new
Lens handoff language.



You are able to tweak
card settings in real
time, instant feedback,
didn't have to write a
line of CSS.
You can now copy this piece of
code and put into codebase and
will work just as seen in Lens







which evolves into a
community driven
model.



How to get to there:
Phased Approach









Grid Design & Education







Thank You
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